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ABSTRACT

The aftermath of recent global health and humanitarian crises have shown that timely identification, coordination, and mobilization of human resources are key determinants of a successful response to global health emergencies. The opposite is also true— the lack of a timely response can lead to devastating effects and preventable deaths. While the collective global experience with epidemic outbreaks has led to increased commitments and improvements in resource mobilization strategies among global health actors, the issue of the fragmented nature of the global health surveillance, coordination and response system persists. The creation and effective usage of a shared, centralized, comprehensive and accessible network of global health personnel and organizations can address the prolonged delays in responding to global health emergencies, addressing the lack of effective coordination amongst local and global actors. We address this through a proposal of a mobile - and a web-based platform ("QuickAID") designed to accelerate the identification, coordination and deployment of global health experts and resources to the right place at the right time, and quickly, by encouraging voluntary registration of all global health organizations, local and international, with varying expertise (e.g. medical, engineering, logistics, etc.), to remain on an ‘on call’ roster, with availability and contact information readily available, in case of immediate deployment needs. The application is built on a model of partnerships, simple and clear digital functionalities and impact on various sustainable development goals.
Meet QuickAID

QuickAID will be designed in the form of a web and mobile platform of simple design, in order to make its use easy, quick and intuitive. In accordance with our objective to minimize the response time, the entire platform will acquire a minimal design which targets the needs of both the medical and humanitarian agency and the staff.

QuickAID will fill the gaps of both big and small humanitarian agencies which need to have immediately available staff after a humanitarian or health crisis. The application will therefore present two different faces:

1. **An online search tool dedicated to the humanitarian agency**, where it will be able to look for and book the needed staff thanks to filters on the basis of skills, availability and location;
2. **An online human resources data collection platform** where the workers will be able to input their personal details (skills, availability, location).
Do you want to read more about QuickAID?
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